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Particular agencies a constituted government to suit some purpose, the objective referred to was launched activities, public service, and give employment opportunities. The purpose of government agencies could be achieved if management, be able to process generate and use of human resources that she had effectively and efficiency. In a government agencies human resources referred to is of civil servants. But in fact they occur on the indiscipline acts of civil servants, which was reported by the daily newspaper lampost.co contains about South Lampung regency secretary disappointed to discipline civil servants in the Department of Public Works South Lampung regency. Based on the news of researchers interested in studying the work discipline of government officers in the Natar District, researchers interested in measuring the level of discipline civil servants who take the place of research in the Natar District of South Lampung because there are still some cases of indiscipline civil servants in South Lampung regency.
The purpose of the study is to determine the work discipline Apparatus Natar District of south Lampung regency in 2015. This type of research uses descriptive qualitative research methods.

Based on the results of research work discipline apparatus Natar District of Southern Lampung 2015 running disciplines. It can be seen from the third measurement indicator of labor discipline by Alfred R. lateiner. The first indicator, namely discipline time prove that of the natar district has been discipline, evidenced by of the natar district have been on time in hours in and come home from work and tasks that given has been implemented on time. The second indicator, namely discipline rules and dress prove that the overall has been discipline, but there is a shortage of the natar district where there is still less discipline in a dress. The third indicator, namely the discipline of work responsibility to prove that it is discipline, evidenced by the performance apparatus of the Natar district which are in accordance with a standard operating procedures (SOP) and of the Natar district keep his equipment the completeness of the office already well.
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